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The Economy
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• Stronger European activity, coupled with some soft spots in US data,
suggests that the stark Atlantic growth divide may be narrowing. The euro
zone flash PMIs for February (composite at 53.5) added to the earlier upside
surprises in the euro area Q4 GDP (+0.9% YoY), whereas recent US housing
data (decline in housing starts, building permits and existing home sales
in January) and parts of the US flash PMI series were disappointing. While
the US economy undoubtedly retains the strongest growth outlook, the
shrinking divergence could signal a pickup in other regions or fatigue in the
US.
• The slowly unfolding Greek tragedy seems to have had little repercussion
on the remainder of the euro zone, with banks and market participants
significantly reducing their exposure since the previous Greek crisis. Ukraine
and Russia also continue to make the headlines daily, but with very little
impact on economic output or policy.
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Structured Markets

• Spreads in the commercial mortgage backed securities sector have been
range bound in 2015, as macro-economic headwinds (mainly oil) have
had a muted effect on spreads and commercial real estate fundamentals
remain strong. New issue dupers moved 7 basis points (bps) wider in
January and ~8 bps tighter in February.
• 2015 issuance at $8.5 billion is outpacing issuance this time last year.
Despite a year-over-year increase in supply, we anticipate negative net
issuance for 2015 as paydowns continue to be greater than new supply.
This will be a positive technical for spreads.
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• Corporate spreads compressed 13 bps in February, more than any month
since July 2013, as oil price stabilization, higher all in yields and insatiable
demand for dollar denominated fixed income assets brought spreads back
to levels similar to November. February supply was below forecast for the
first 3 weeks as many of the issuers that were expected in the market chose
instead to utilize cheaper financing in Swiss Francs, Euro and Sterling, as well
as bank financing (such as AT&T and Verizon). However by month end, supply
reached $112 billion, a new February record driven by greater than expected
issuance by banks to bolster capital and others looking to issue ahead of
significant M&A driven financing. Even with the record issuance level, the
market continues to feel undersupplied, resulting in a strong technical
backdrop.
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Government Market

• Outside of the US, a combination of low inflation prints, subdued growth
and preferences for a weak currency continued to tilt central banks
towards additional easing. This has caused volatility in the US Treasury
market as opposing forces, a strengthening US economy and a growing
likelihood of a Fed ready to lift rates, are causing rates to rise. In February,
rates retraced their dramatic rally in January. The 10 and 30 year Treasuries
rose 35 bps and 37 bps respectively.
This commentary has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered
as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product.
Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not
guaranteed. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without
notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market conditions. We
believe the information provided here is reliable but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This
commentary contains or incorporates by reference certain forward-looking statements which are based
on various assumptions (some of which are beyond our control) may be identified by reference to a
future period or periods or by the use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “believe,”
“expect,” “anticipate,” “continue,” or similar terms or variations on those terms or the negative of
those terms. Actual results could differ materially from those set forth in forward-looking statements
due to a variety of factors. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any
other publication, without the express written permission of Merganser Capital Management © 2015.
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• Despite the tightening over the course of the month, corporate spreads
appear to offer attractive relative value at current levels and we are seeking
to opportunistically increase our allocation for most portfolios.
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*Month-to-date performance of spread bearing bonds versus duration-matched Treasuries
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